Abstract -In the paper we describe a State Estimation model to be used in EnergylDistribution Management System -EDMS. This model is an important evolution of the concept first presented in [l] and deals with the increase in complexity that derives from handling different voltage levels in the modern controlled system. There are some Important improvements included in this model. The model has the possibility of using qualitative information affected by uncertainty, it can deal with unknown topology and with erroneous topology data using variables to model the status of switching devices, it also can, in a single run, transparently fix and work with more than one angular reference if it is necessary. Finally, the results also provide an overloading risk index evaluated for all network equipments, which allows the user to assess the system security level, as well as nodal voltage risk levels.
I. INTRODUCTION
For several years from now, state estimation studies are performed in generatiodtransmission control centers. Running state estimation modules in these centers is explained by the need to have a set of coherent values for voltage magnitudes and phases, power injections, branch power flows and currents reflecting the available measurements in a certain instant. Time skew problems are also an important issue when trying to install state estimation codes since it contributes to increase the incoherence that usually affects the available measurements. Finally, running state estimation models for generatiodtransmission systems is possible given the large investments directed to automation, telemetering devices and communication systems on these subsystems.
The migration of several traditional EMS functions to the distribution networks has always been difficult. In particular, the migration of state estimation to DMS systems places several challenges since in distribution networks there is a traditional lack of real time measurements, topology changes are much more frequent than in generatiodtransmission systems and, finally, distribution networks have a much larger size when compared to generatiodtransmission systems. With this paper we aim at presenting an integrated State Estimation model that incorporates solutions and techniques to deal with the previously referred questions.
DMS STATE ESTIMATION ALGORJTHM
After ,briefly characterizing a Load Allocation procedure to obtain rough data for the State Estimation process and revising the Weighted Least Squares formulation of the State Estimation problem [2], we present a novel way to treat topology variables and system splitting. The algorithm includes binary topology variables related to switching devices whose state is unknown. The binary nature of topology variables is incorporated in an exact way by substituting them by continuos variables associated to a constraint having 0 and 1 as its unique solutions.
(Key of the process!) System splitting is considered as a possibility that should not discarded from the beginning. This means that the available set of measurements can be more adequately explained is a power system is split in two or more islands. This problem is addressed by assigning a phase pseudomeasurement to all generation nodes. If, as a result of the state estimation process, a single island operation scheme is the more convenient to explain the available measurements one only phase angle is used for reference. If, on the contrary, a topology having two or more islands is identified, the model has at least one phase angle in each island among which it will be selected one phase angle per island as reference.
Finally and apart from the Load Allocation already referred, the observability issue is addressed by admitting that measurements are affected by uncertainty represented by Fuzzy Numbers. In this case, the Fuzzy State Estimation model can be interpreted as a tool to reflect data uncertainty in the results. These will no longer be crisp values but, on the contrary, will be represented by fuzzy membership functions translating the possible behaviour of the system.
RESULTS
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As results of this package, we are able to identify the topology of the system that is operation supposing that there are uncertainties regarding the state of switching devices. This includes information about system splitting whenever this is the case. The algorithm also outputs the values of state variables and all other results common in state estimation studies, as generations, losses, power flows and currents. These may be affected by uncertainties if there is at least one measurement represented by a fuzzy number. Finally, it gives a value of a risk index for each transmission equipment -line or transformer characterizing the risk of that component having an overload given that its current flow is represented not by a deterministic number but by a fuzzy number. This package is already installed in a DMS commercially available system.
